










All Around Wood Panel with Two Types of Color.
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3. Tires & Wheels : New Nissan Elgrand is equipped with 255/55R18 tires with        
    18-inch wheels.

New Nissan Elgrand employs a new FF (Front Engine, Front-Wheel-
Drive) system. The engine is placed at the lowest possible level,
equipped with large-capacity and thin fuel tank, to increase stability.
New Nissan Elgrand also features a newly designed front strut
suspension and rear multi-link suspension.
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Large-sized Ottoman Seat with enlarged body section, high hip point 
and foldable footrest provides firm yet supremely comfortable support.
Giving Passengers a relaxing experience, even during long-distance travel.

The Ottoman Seats for the front and 2nd row passenggers are especially
engineered and crafted for relaxation on the move.

New Nissan Elgrand’s feature are reliable for your exceptional comfort throughout 
the entire cabin. New Nissan Elgrand offers a cozy seven-seat layout with Triple 
Ottoman Seats (sofa for one person equipped with footrest).

RELAXING COMFORT
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NEW AROUND VIEW MONITOR

IMPROVED WIDE VIEW FUNCTION DRIVING SECURITY

New Around View Monitor is a revolutionary system which gives you the visual information from around the car that is difficult to see. It allows 
you to see around the car from the monitor even when you park in a narrow place or drive in a small road that does not allow you to have a 
wide view. 

PARKING WILL BE DRASTICALLY EASY WITH THE TOP VIEW AND AN IMAGE OF STEERING ANGLE

Rear Wide ViewFront Wide View

180º View

180º View

The screen display the view from above on the left and a front or rear 
view on the right. The front and rear view alternates according to the gear 
shift. This allows the driver a comprehensive view of the vehicle and its 
surrounding environment from all angles.

Ultra wide-angle camera installed in both front and back of the vehicle, giving a full 180º view to confirm vehicle’s position. Enhance 
the driver’s sense of security when confront with tough to see situations such as intersections or parallel parking.

The left side-view is offered with the rear view, allowing the driver to more 
easily observe both the rear and left-front when attempting to parallel-
park. The driver has the option to choose between the top view and the 
left side-view. 

Ensuring the safety around the carDon’t start moving the car when the car is 
directed to the parking spot

Ensuring the safety around the carEnsuring the safety around the car

Ensuring the safety around the car Ensuring the safety around the car

Ensuring the safety around the car

It is designed to achieve more torque, horse power, smoothness 
and quietness. It brings the ability rotate smoothly both low speed 
and high speed rotation. The Valve Control enables its fantastic 
accelerate sound gentle when it’s spinning low rotation and sporty 
when it’s spinning high rotation.

New Nissan Elgrand has setting the new standard of luxury 
MPV performance with the high quality engine which the 
transmission can be realized your exciting feeling for run. 

POWERFUL LUXURY WITH 
VQ35DE ENGINE

ENGINE AND TRANSMISSION

VQ35DE Engine
Max power : 206kW(280PS)/6400rpm
-AX�TORQUE������.sM�����KGFsM	�����RPM

VQ35DE

Experience confident and effortless performance with the New Nissan Elgrand’s responsive 
2.5L QR25DE engine, paired with the XTRONIC CVT transmission. Providing responsive 
acceleration from low speeds and high torque giving the vehicle response and a strong 
driving feel.  

QR25DE Engine

HIGH PRACTICAL QR25DE ENGINE

The combination of VQ35DE engine and QR25DE engine are one of the best things that 
have been made. New Nissan Elgrand’s XTRONIC CVT transmission boasts significantly 
improved accomplishment of excellent running performance and cutting fuel consumption. 
The driver’s driving and acceleration control is automatically detected by the Adaptive Shift 
Control (ASC) system to provide an optimized driving condition, combining superior driving 
performance and fuel efficiency. 

QR25DE

XTRONIC CVT

XTRONIC CVT

Max power : 125kW(170PS)/5600rpm
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2. 8-way & 4-way
 Power Seat (3.5L)

1. Leather Seat (3.5L)

3. One-touch Power to Fold & Unfold (3.5L)

5. Instrument Storage Box 6. Compartement with Lid

7. Front Door Compartment
(with Bottle Holder)

12. Sliding Door Compartment
(with Bottle Holder)

8. Front Cup Holder

13. Center Console with Cup Holder
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14. Seat Back Hook

10. Console Tray

15. Seat Back Pocket

11. Centre Cup Holder

16. Rear Cup Holder with Side Tray

Hospitality that comes from the heart.
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New Nissan Elgrand is equipped with 6 SRS Airbags (front, side & curtain). The SRS front and side airbags reduce shocks applied to the head and chest



Subtle optimal elements to make your New Nissan Elgrand 
a more elegent charm.

LUXURIOUS ACCESSORIES
SPECIFICATION & BODY COLORS

An outstanding enjoyment on the move
Every journey has its own story. Every mile of your journey has a great value of quality features, services and technology. Enjoy your precious moment in life with a luxury driving experience.

We Deliver :
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